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Indiana OB-GYNs Christina Francis (left) and Katherine McHugh (right) testify on a bill mandating
providers tell patients that medication-induced abortions can be reversed. (Brandon Smith/IPB News)
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A House committee heard public tesimony on a bill that would require abortion

providers to tell patients their medication-induced abortions could be reversible.

Some doctors support that bill, while others call it scientifcally unsound.

Indianapolis OB-GYN Dr. Katherine McHugh says there’ve been no medically

recognized sudies regarding medication abortion reversals.

“Please do not confuse a medical gamble with vetted, scientifc data,” McHugh says.

In favor of the bill, Dr. Chrisina Francis is a Fort Wayne OB-GYN and part of the

Abortion Pill Reversal Network, a hotline for women seeking to reverse their medication-

induced abortions. She says there have been only 300 successful reversals in 11 years,

but says that’s because not enough women know about the procedure.

“Women aren’t being told that this is an option, and so if they fnd the network, they are

doing it on their own,” Francis says.

The committee did not take a vote on the bill.
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More women in Indiana are choosing to abort pregnancies
with the so-called “abortion pill,” even while the total
number of procedures is decreasing in the sate.

The vas majority of abortions are done using one of two
procedures. So-called “chemical” or “medical” procedures
use a pill to abort a fetus at home. “Surgical” abortions,
which are also referred to as "suction curettage,” use a
vacuum-like device to suction out fetal tissue. Both
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methods are legal in Indiana and cos approximately the
same.

Though abortion rights advocates are happy a federal
judge has sruck down a 2013 Indiana law requiring all
abortion clinics to meet the same sandards surgical
abortion sites mus meet, they say they’re sill wary about
what the 2015 lawmaking session may bring.

Federal Judge Strikes Down Abortion Law That Would've Hurt Lafayette Clinic
By STAN JASTRZEBSKI •  JAN 7, 2015

A federal judge has sruck down portions of Indiana laws
that regulate abortion clinics.

In a preliminary ruling, U.S. Disrict Judge Jane Magnus-
Stinson writes that part of the law attempting to regulate
Planned Parenthood centers that provide non-surgical

abortions more srictly than regular doctor‘s ofces who provide the same services
violates the Equal Protection Clause of the 14th Amendment.

American Civil Liberties Union of Indiana legal director Ken Falk represents Planned
Parenthood in the case.

Federal Judge Sides With Lafayette Abortion Clinic In Fight Agains Two State Laws
By NETWORK INDIANA •  DEC 5, 2014

The Indiana Senate approved a measure that makes changes to the way drug-induced
abortions are adminisered.

The vote of 33-to-16 also would require the Planned Parenthood facility in Lafayette to
meet abortion clinic requirements. The local center does not ofer surgical abortions. A
Planned Parenthood spokesperson says that center is in full compliance with all laws
and regulations applicable to non-surgical abortion.
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